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XPRO is a token which created for communities that
aim to play an active role in the crypto ecosystem in
order to make Web3 more widespread all over the
world. It is a project dedicated to the formation of a
decentralized internet and financial model of its
infrastructure by taking place in the Web3
ecosystem.

It was created by the developer community on BNB
Chain which one of the world's largest blockchain-
based operating systems, on June 1, 2022. When
XPRO was created, the first step was taken to ensure
that the contract and liquidity access were thrown
into the dead wallet and fully in line with the Web3
vision. Aiming to be one of the cornerstones of
decentralized finance, XPRO is a community project
that aims to provide decentralized applications and
solutions.

INTRODUCTION



After the great recession of 2007-2008, the release of
Bitcoin by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009 started a
revolution against traditional finance. While
centralized fiat currencies, banks, hedge funds and
more have collapsed due to speculation, blockchain
technology has targeted decentralized finance and
provided transactions in a transparent economic
model. Thus, a transparent universal ledger where
transaction information can be collected has been
provided.

All transactions on the blockchain are
cryptographically secured thanks to a consensus
mechanism called Proof of Work (POW). Double
spending problems have also been prevented. Thanks
to this transition, a fast and definitive solution to the
biggest problem in cryptocurrencies was brought. All
transactions are secured with a proven proof
mechanism based on SHA-256.

Bitcoin Whitepaper: 
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf

BACKGROUND

https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf


With the whitepaper of Ethereum (ETH) in 2013, a
network in smart contracts and Turing-Complete ETH
virtual machines (EVM) that allows developers to interact
with the network and make transactions through DApps
(Decentralized application). proposal was included.

 
 

Ethereum whitepaper:
https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper

BNB was released with the ICO launched by Binance in
2017. Therefore, the foundation of the BNB Chain was
laid. After the mainnet community launch in April
2019, BNB Chain announced its high speed and large
throughput design. Its main focus and native
decentralized application (dApp) Binance DEX has
proven its low-latency matching with large-capacity
headroom by processing millions of transactions in a
short period of time. The most requested feature of
BNB Chain was programmable expandability or simply
Smart Contract and Virtual Machine functions.

https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper
https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper


We met with Web1 at the end of 1980. While we met
with Web2 in 2000-2010, the concept of Web3 entered
our lives in 2020. Web3 was originally conceived as an
idea for a decentralized and public blockchain-based
version of the Internet. With the high investments of
technology companies and the transition of some
companies in the crypto ecosystem, a rapid transition
has been achieved.

Web3 started to become widespread as we entered the
year 2022 with all this development. Decentralized
finance started to be preferred instead of centralized
financial systems among cryptocurrencies. While XPRO
targets the fundamental principles of the decentralized
finance model in Web3, it takes advantage of the fast
network and low cost feature in BNB Chain.

BNB Whitepaper:
https://github.com/bnb-
chain/whitepaper/blob/master/WHITEPAPER.md

https://github.com/bnb-chain/whitepaper/blob/master/WHITEPAPER.md
https://github.com/bnb-chain/whitepaper/blob/master/WHITEPAPER.md


Token      : XPROJECT
Symbol    : XPRO
Network : BEP20
Platform : BNB Chain

Total Supply:
30.000.000.000.000.000

First Burn : 
10.000.000.000.000.000 (33.33%)

TOKEN DETAILS



XPRO is a token whose smart contract is specially
encoded based on high security.

After the smart contract was created and published
on the BNB Chain network, it was sent to the
community wallet and burned 33.33%. After these
transactions were completed, the smart contract
access was sent to the dead wallet by the XPRO
developer. Since the ownership of the contract is
given up, there isn't possibility of accessing the
.contract and making any changes or updates

In addition thanks to the functions included in the
contract, a part of the transaction amount are
burned forever in every purchase, sale and transfer
transaction, and a part is added to the liquidity pool
automatically. (Tokenomics details)

The liquidity pool is locked for 10 years.
No pre-sales have been made.

Security



0x1b8dfe4dc5759a7b7b07ebe224c54971dbb3f349

0x7C1b2f618569789941B88680966333F3e8FEdc61

0xD79e0fC2756c49dD04c794664eBD83959F2D27ac

Transfer to the Community Wallet:
[ 300.000.000.000.000 XPRO ]
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x0805b83fe549b0c31387924be
1e11f47c54fc1fc230b4044c61bbd8a725290f1

Transfer to the Dead Wallet (Burn): :
[ 10.000.000.000.000.000 XPRO ]
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xda43acfe78e1693deb37778b0
23106ad03b9508d16980a4586d38e621f9423f7

XPRO Deployer:

Contract Address: 

Community (Donation) Wallet:

Wallets & Transactions

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x0805b83fe549b0c31387924be1e11f47c54fc1fc230b4044c61bbd8a725290f1
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x0805b83fe549b0c31387924be1e11f47c54fc1fc230b4044c61bbd8a725290f1
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x0805b83fe549b0c31387924be1e11f47c54fc1fc230b4044c61bbd8a725290f1
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xda43acfe78e1693deb37778b023106ad03b9508d16980a4586d38e621f9423f7
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xda43acfe78e1693deb37778b023106ad03b9508d16980a4586d38e621f9423f7
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xda43acfe78e1693deb37778b023106ad03b9508d16980a4586d38e621f9423f7


https://bscscan.com/tx/0x990e0929c926d3831f0c78648
6f033a9448540d0aa5b5a73567fbd603ab187f2

https://bscscan.com/tx/0xfa6f61381d101b8e1702b595
1 161b4cbc12d72482a7d52f6156b240e01306198

https://bscscan.com/tx/0xced5b1caea1358857d2ab1f44
98888db3a8abbbeaeab0f229d195e27f85137bd

https://bscscan.com/tx/0xb52be0c133d06426586164fa
9 3206147b03ae6211a60f94f87da80d46fdf594c

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x2af06ff7bb32aaa9dd1542210
6 a6bf055ba0340840b16b023d487870447f832f

Liquidity Added - 2

First Liquidity Locked for 10 year: 

Second Liquidity Locked for 10 year: 

Liquidity Added - 1 (Pricing):

Sending Contract Ownership to Dead Wallet:

[ 19.700.000.000.000.000 XPRO = 1 BNB ]

[ 165.000.000.000.000 XPRO = 3.664 BNB ]

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x990e0929c926d3831f0c786486f033a9448540d0aa5b5a73567fbd603ab187f2
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xfa6f61381d101b8e1702b5951161b4cbc12d72482a7d52f6156b240e01306198
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xced5b1caea1358857d2ab1f4498888db3a8abbbeaeab0f229d195e27f85137bd
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xb52be0c133d06426586164fa93206147b03ae6211a60f94f87da80d46fdf594c
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x2af06ff7bb32aaa9dd15422106a6bf055ba0340840b16b023d487870447f832f
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x990e0929c926d3831f0c786486f033a9448540d0aa5b5a73567fbd603ab187f2
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x990e0929c926d3831f0c786486f033a9448540d0aa5b5a73567fbd603ab187f2
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xfa6f61381d101b8e1702b5951161b4cbc12d72482a7d52f6156b240e01306198
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x2af06ff7bb32aaa9dd15422106a6bf055ba0340840b16b023d487870447f832f
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xb52be0c133d06426586164fa93206147b03ae6211a60f94f87da80d46fdf594c


The total supply is 30,000,000,000,000 XPRO. Initially,
33.33% of the total supply was sent to the dead wallet
and burned forever.

 
After the initial burning and operations, 52.90% of the total
supply was burned. (07.06.2022)

In every transactions (buy/sell/transfer): 
      1% of the transaction is automatically distributed to
holders who are holding XPRO Tokens in their wallet, in
proportion to the amount of XPRO they hold.
       2% of the total transaction amount is automatically
sent to the community wallet.
       2% of the total transaction amount is automatically
added to the liquidity to be locked forever. (With this
transaction made in each transaction, the supply is
constantly decreasing. Thanks to all these transactions,
XPRO advances in a "deflationary" manner forever and
the Web3 Token economy occurs automatically.)

TOKENOMICS



Opening of social media accounts 
Development of the Xpro.community website
Listing on voting and trending websites
Advertising and publicity works
Development of XPRO Helper Bot v1
Requesting to the Techrate Audit
Preparation and sharing of whitepaper v1

Release of XPRO smart contract on BNB Chain.
Sending 10,000,000,000,000,000 XPRO to dead wallet
Sending 300,000,000,000,000 XPROs to the
community wallet
Opening for trades on PancakeSwap
Ownership Renounced
Locking the liquidity pool for 10 years
Opening community groups

ROADMAPS

Phase - 1

Phase- 2



Opening of Country Communities
Development of XPRO Swap v1  
XPRO Helper Bot v2 update
 Swap Listing
Development of XPRO Blog v1 
Award-Winning XPRO Competition
Advertising and Marketing

Coinmarketcap and Coingecko Application
Xpro.community v2 update
Development of XPRO Scanner v1 (with free/paid
packages)
Swap/Exchange Listing
Development of XPRO Reviews v1
Advertising and Marketing

Phase - 3

Phase - 4



XPRO Farm
Swap/Exchange Listing
Development  of XPRO Bot Services 
Burn Event
XPRO Blog v2 update
Award-Winning XPRO Competition
Advertising and Marketing

XPRO NFT Competition
XPRO NFT Marketplace (Multi-vendor)
Swap/Exchange Listing
XPRO Reviews v2 update
Advertising and Marketing
Roadmap v2

Phase - 5

Phase - 6



swap.xpro.community

helperbot.xpro.community

We have many uses that contribute to the
development of XPRO. With the creation of the
XPRO community, we will bring together different
use cases to roll out Web3 around the world.

Usage for communities: It is a special telegram bot with
many filters, features and powers. Along with the features of
telegram bots that are frequently used in the initial version,
it offers features to meet many needs such as token price
information, contract address, trading notifications.

It is a decentralized platform created with a user-friendly
interface in order to provide easier buying and selling
opportunities to new investors.

XPRO Swap

XPRO Helper Bot

USE-CASES & ECOSYSTEM

http://swap.xpro.community/
http://helperbot.xpro.community/


It is an content platform designed to announce
innovations and changes in the Web3 ecosystem
through blog/article publications.

Scanning service that checks and presents contract codes,
slippage values, trading interruptions, liquidity security of
crypto assets in the Web3 ecosystem.

Chart, analysis, comment, discussion, scoring and trending
features of crypto assets published in the Web3 ecosystem
sahip sayfalarını/profillerini sunan bir sosyal platformdur.

blog.xpro.community

scan.xpro.community

reviews.xpro.community

XPRO Blog

XPRO Reviews

XPRO Scanner

http://reviews.xpro.community/
http://blog.xpro.community/
http://scan.xpro.community/
http://reviews.xpro.community/


It is a marketplace platform where users can buy
existing NFTs or earn XPRO by issuing new NFTs. It is
intended to contribute to XPRO token revenues thanks
to its approved multi-vendor feature.

It is a platform that hosts bot services with many features
such as new token creation, token tracking, wallet tracking,
asset following and notifications in the Web3 ecosystem.

It is a farming platform where investors can earn points by
staking XPRO and use these points as credits on all XPRO
projects.

nft.xpro.community

bots.xpro.community

farm.xpro.community

XPRO Bots

XPRO Farm

XPRO NFT Marketplace

http://nft.xpro.community/
http://bots.xpro.community/
http://farm.xpro.community/


Twitter :
https://twitter.com/xprojectbsc

Telegram :
https://t.me/xprojectofficial

Reddit :
https://www.reddit.com/user/xprojectbsc

Medium : 
https://medium.com/@xprocommunity

Website :
https://xpro.community

Roadmaps: 
https://xpro.community/projects/

Contract Address: 0x7c1b2f618569789941b88680966333f3e8fedc61

RESOURCES

Links

Social Media Accounts

https://medium.com/@xprocommunity
https://medium.com/@xprocommunity
https://medium.com/@xprocommunity
https://xpro.community/
https://xpro.community/
https://xpro.community/projects/
https://bscscan.com/token/0x7c1b2f618569789941b88680966333f3e8fedc61


This document (whitepaper) has been prepared to
contain lots of information such as XPROJECT Token
introduction, purpose, usage areas, applications,
token economy and resource links. It isn't intended to
offer any advertisements, investment advice, projects
or partnerships. There isn't approval or permission of
the person(s) who prepared this document to be used
other than the above-mentioned topics. Sharing or
publishing doesn't mean that this document complies
with legal terms and rules.

DISCLAIMER


